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Abstract. As a general framework, U NITY does not offer any specific facility
for the design of distributed systems. For such systems, distribution aspects must
be represented at a low level, resulting into intricated models and proofs. To provide a more abstract view of distributed systems, we propose two extensions to
U NITY. The first one is an observation relation which is integrated in U NITY semantics to provide an abstract communication mechanism. The second one is a
mapping operator which accounts for the true parallelism of distributed systems.
The paper illustrates, through different examples, how these extensions can be
used to help the design of distributed systems in U NITY.

1 Introduction
U NITY is intended to be a general purpose formalism. It aims at supporting the development of correct and efficient (parallel) programs. The U NITY formalism is designed
so that this goal can be fulfilled in two stages:
– the development of a correct abstract program;
– the transformation by refinement of this abstract program into a concrete one, that
integrates the specific constraints and features of a given architecture and environment. Efficiency and complexity concerns are dealt with at this stage.
The U NITY formalism is built on this decomposition of the programming task. A
major contribution of the formalism consists in focusing on the essential features of
a program while reasoning about its correctness. Thus, the aspects of programming
related to the mapping of a program to an architecture are postponed to a second stage.
Also, the description of the control flow is reduced to a mere fair selection mechanism
over a set of assignments. Thus still, proof rules are designed to allow the programmer to
easily go back and forth between the program and its specification. Lastly, the preferred
approach to program development is refinement, which allows program designers to
remain within an homogeneous framework, and avoids any translation between ad-hoc
formalisms.
A drawback of this approach which favors a simple description of abstract programs
is that it does not provide any specific facility to deal with distributed systems: describing the system involves lots of details (specification of loci of control and of control

flow, implementation constraints, . . . ). Although the U NITY formalism is expressive
enough to cope with the specification and proof of a low-level system, this specification
might not be very handy.
If we want to facilitate the use of U NITY for the design of distributed programs,
we are faced with a classical dilemma: how to obtain more expressiveness without
hampering reusability and generality? This paper aims at providing an answer to this
dilemma by introducing two constructs in the U NITY framework to model fundamental
distributed features:
– the observation relation is an abstract statement of asynchronous and unreliable
communications in a distributed system;
– the product is a program composition operator closely related to union which allows
simultaneous executions of statements by different processes.

2 Designing Distributed Systems in UNITY
At the physical level, a distributed system consists in a set of processes exchanging
messages through a communication medium. Several distributed systems and languages
such as Mach, Chorus or SR [1, 15, 2] describe communication by means of channels
or ports. A channel provides a point-to-point link between a sender and a receiver. This
notion is an elementary mechanism to describe communicating processes. It provides
an asynchronous unidirectional communication protocol through an unbounded buffer.
In U NITY, a parallel system is described as a union of programs. If these programs
share no variables, they are actually distributed processes. Channels are introduced
to enable communication between these processes. To represent a channel, the most
suitable abstract data type is the sequence. The append operation implements a message sending and a head extraction simulates a message reception. A pair of processes
(Sender; Receiver) communicating through a channel C, can be described by:
DS = Sender [] Receiver

Program Sender
Declare1

Program Receiver
Declare

Assign
C := C; em
[]   
End

Assign
rec; C := head(C); tail(C)
[]   
End

C : sequence(T);
em : T

C : sequence(T);
rec : T

if

:empty(C)

Another model consists in describing the communication medium explicitly. Each
process owns ports, and a dedicated “medium process” transfers the messages from
1

In U NITY, when a variable is declared in several programs with the same type, these declarations refer to the same shared variable.

output ports to input ports. This approach allows a fine grained description of the underlying communication protocol [9]. This model can be easily described in UNITY: as
for channels, a sequence represents a port. The send primitive on an output port is translated into an append operation and the receive primitive on an input port is translated
into a head extraction.
Both approaches share a common feature: communication is described by shared
sequence variables. However, this model does not provide any abstraction with respect
to the physical model. In this paper, we propose a more abstract view of communication,
fitted to distributed architectures2.

3 Extending UNITY for Distributed Programs
In this section, we propose two extensions to U NITY. The first extension is an abstraction of communication called observation. The second extension is the definition of a
mapping operator for distributed architectures called product. Both extensions aim at
a better description of distributed programs (e.g. by allowing concurrent evolution of
communications and transitions, and simultaneous execution of statements by different
processes) and at easier proofs (by abstracting communications, and by reducing proofs
of a composed-by-product program to proofs of a composed-by-union program).
3.1 Communication by Observation
Observation Relation. The observation relation describes the relationship between a
source variable and an image variable in a program. It is defined as a temporal operator
based on any operational semantic model of U NITY.
Given two variables v and `v of a program F and an operational semantic model O,
the relation `v  v (read `v observes v ) is defined as follows:
`v

 v in F  h8 :  2 O:F :: h9 C

:

Clock (C ) :: h8t :: t :`v = C:t :v iii

Clock (C ) means that C is an abstract clock, i.e. a mapping from natural numbers
to natural numbers such that:
1.
2.
3.

h8t :: C:t 6 ti : an abstract clock never outgrows the ideal time;
h8t :: C:t 6 C:(t + 1)i : an abstract clock is non-decreasing;
h8k :: h9t :: C:t > kii : an abstract clock eventually increases.
The relation `v  v means that, at any time t, the image variable `v has the value the

source variable v had at time C:t. Therefore, the relation states that any value of `v is a
previous value of v (clock property 1), that `v is assigned its values in a chronological
order (clock property 2) and that `v is eventually assigned more recent values of v (clock
2

In [4], Chandy and Misra propose a more ambitious approach. They define sufficient constraints (called monotonicity and commutativity) on the use of shared variables so that such
variables could eventually be refined into channels. Provided these constraints are met, their
proposition provides a high level of abstraction, as the designer of a distributed system is allowed to reason with the type semantics of these variables.

property 3), even though the delay between v changes and `v updates is unbounded and
some changes of v may be lost.
We generalize the definition to take into account any expression defined on the
variables, or on the state of the program. We can also consider the observation relation
to be a new operator in the U NITY logic. Then, the observation property deals with state
predicates.
The observation relation has its own properties and properties related to other U NITY
logical operators. For instance, the observation relation is reflexive, antisymmetric and
transitive; the image of a stable predicate is stable and eventually becomes true if the
predicate becomes true. More properties and their proofs can be found in [7].
Observation Mechanism. The observation mechanism is part of a program description. A new section, named observe, is introduced. It is made of assumed observation
relations between some variables of the program. This mechanism is used to represent
communication between processes.
To consider the observe section of a program at the semantic level, a new operational semantic model is defined. It allows image variables to change their value while
a program assignment is executed, in accordance with the observation relations. This
new semantic model, called Obs, is defined as follows:
– F:Img is the set of the image variables of F , i.e. the variables in the left-hand side
of one observation relation. F:NImg is the set of the variables of F that are not an
image in any observe relation, i.e. the variables assigned by the program statements.
The variables of the program F are partitioned:

F:Img [ F:NImg

=

F:declare

^

F:Img \ F:NImg

=

;

Oassign :F is the set of the computations  such that:
 0 :F:init,
 h8t :: h9s : s 2 F:assign ::  ,!  +1 ii,
 h8s : s 2 F:assign :: h8t :: h9t0 : t0 > t ::  ,!  +1 iii.
where  ,!  +1  h8x : x 2 F:NImg ::  +1 :x = (s: ):xi3 ;
– Oobserve :F is the set of the computations  such that:
h8 x 2 F:Img : x  y 2 F:observe :: h9C : Clock(C ) :: h8t ::  :x =  :yiii;
– Obs:F = Oassign :F \ Oobserve :F .
On the one hand, Oassign describes the states of the variables determined by the
–
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t

t0

s

t0

s

t

t

t

t

t

C:t

program assignments with respect to the weak fairness. The statements are executed
on a complete program state (with the image variables), but the images are free to be
assigned any value. On the other hand, Oobserve describes the states of the images
determined by the observation relations of the observe section. The operational model
Obs is made of the computations satisfying both constraints.
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s:t denotes the image of the state t by the statement s seen as a mapping.

Communication Representation. Communication between processes is achieved by
stating, in the observe section of a U NITY process, some observation relations with their
sources located in other processes.
The composition by union is extended to handle U NITY programs with an observe
section. The different observe sections are gathered to become the observe section of
the composed program: (F []G):observe = F:observe [ G:observe
The variables of a program using an observation-based communication model can
be read by all processes but can only be assigned by one process (including its observation mechanism). Such variables are called distributed variables [14], read variables
[13], or owned variables [11].
Observations and Histories. The use of auxiliary variables to prove the correctness of
programs is a well-known technique. Among these auxiliary variables, history variables
play an important role.
In [13], the history of a program variable x is defined as the sequence variable which
records the successive different values of x. Within the Unity formalism, such a variable
x satisfies the following predicates:

b

b

– Initially x = [x]
– x; x = X; H next x; x = X; H

b

b

b

_ (x 6= X ^ xb = H ; x)

b

In the following, x H x denotes the history relation between two variables x and x.
When a variable x and a variable x are used, the relation x H x is assumed.
In order to reason about programs and reuse the properties of histories and observations, we establish links between these two relations. We use the following rules:

b

b

– source and image histories: if we consider the extracted list relation noted v and

8< l v nil =
defined by: nil v l
: h; t v h0; t0 =

(l =

nil)

_ h; t v h0
i  s ) invariant b{ v sb

then we have:

((t =

t0 ) ^ (h v h0 ))

Such a relation allows to reason about finite sequences instead of the infinite sequences of program executions.
– image evolution: this property describes the next value of an image when the source
history is a suffix of the image history 4 :

i  s

)

=

(i =

I)

^ (sb = b{@L) next (i = I ) _

member(i; L)

_

(i = s)

3.2 Mapping of Distributed Programs
The distributed application built from the processes described by programs Pi is represented by the program h[]i :: Pi i. However, due to the semantics of U NITY, the statements are mutually exclusive, even when they come from distinct processes Pi . When
4
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mapping such a program to a distributed architecture, different statements from different U NITY processes are located on different real processors. Then, in the physical
world, mutual exclusion is generally not guaranteed between these statements.
With observations, communication is strictly concurrent with internal computations
and needs no additional transitions. Therefore, this communication model is compatible
with the concurrency due to the mapping to a distributed architecture. In this section,
a new composition operation is defined. It stems from the composition by union but
handles simultaneous execution of statements of different processes. Therefore, this
composition operator maps correctly on distributed architectures. The idea of the new
composition is to represent the possible simultaneity of two statements by additional
synchronous statements. Each additional statement takes place for two or more assignments executing at the same time.
Definition of the Product Operator. A new operator for program composition, called
product and denoted by [][], is defined.
A composite program h[]i :: Pi i is said to be well distributed if the Pi do not share
any variables. The observation mechanism is the only means of communication.
We now assume that every U NITY program has the statement fair := :fair. The
boolean variable fair is not considered to be a variable of any process. It is used to
break the weak fairness of U NITY as simultaneous execution of statements must not be
required to occur infinitely often.
Given two U NITY programs F and G, possibly extended with an observe section,
and such that F []G is well-distributed, the product F [][]G is defined as follows:
–

(F [][]G):assign = (F []G):assign

[ f(sF ksG) if fair5 j sF 2 F:assign ^ sG
– the other sections of F [][]G are the same as in F []G.

2 G:assigng

Because F []G is well-distributed, the programs F and G do not share any variable
outside the observe sections. Therefore, the synchronous statements sF ksG are correct
(non conflicting) U NITY statements.
Converting Union into Product. The composition by product allows simultaneity
of execution in the description of a distributed application. On the one hand, using
this form of composition may facilitate the mapping step. On the other hand, to prove
properties on the program F [][]G, all the additional statements of the form sF ksG must a
priori be considered. It seems interesting to have a way to introduce product operations
at the end of the design and without making all the additional statements explicit. This
is achieved by characterizing, for a well-distributed program composed by union with
an observation-based communication model, the U NITY properties that still hold when
the composition by product is used.
Let us consider F and G, two U NITY programs with observe sections such that F []G
is well-distributed (the product F [][]G is defined). P and Q are state predicates over the
variables of F and G. Then, the following theorems hold:
5
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The notation “(sF sG ) if fair ” means that the conjunction “ fair ” is added to the guards of
sF and sG .

invariant
invariant

P in F []G
P in F [][]G

7! Q in F []G ^ Q local to F
P 7! Q in F [][]G
P 7! Q in F []G ^ stable Q in F []G
P 7! Q in F [][]G
P

(1)
(2)
(3)

These theorems extend to composition between N processes. Theorem (1) states
that all the invariants are preserved when converting from composition by union into
composition by product. Theorem (2) states that P 7! Q is preserved if the predicate Q
is local to one process (all the free variables of the predicate Q are variables of a single
process). Finally, Theorem (3) states that P 7! Q is also preserved when the predicate
Q is stable.
The three theorems state that all the safety invariant properties are preserved and
that the liveness leads-to properties not preserved must involve a global and transient
state, and therefore are not significant in distributed application descriptions (since processes cannot detect them).
A more detailed description of the mapping and the proofs of the theorems can be
found in [5].

4 Programming Examples
In this section, we illustrate the observation relation through examples. The first example shows how the observation can be used to express communication patterns, especially, we show how the “famous” alternating bit protocol can be stated. The second
example illustrates the use of superposed observations. The third example shows how
the observation mechanism can be used to refine a “centralized” communication into a
distributed one.
4.1 Communication Patterns
In this section, we show how the alternating bit protocol can be derived with observations. First we propose a centralized solution: the computation is performed on data
available at the sender node as well as at the receiver node. Based on this solution, we
propose another solution where computations are performed on data available either at
the sender node or at the receiver node. Interactions between nodes occur only through
observations. In the following, we present each solution as a communication pattern
and we state the relevant safety properties.
The o Pattern. The aim of the o program is to express that the emitting process cannot
produce a new value unless it is sure that the current one has been received. A model of
such a behavior is (along with the program, the safety properties are stated through the
history and the next relations):

Program o (tick : T
Declare
em; rec :

!

T)

T;

Observe
rec

Assign
em



:=

em;
tick(rec)

End

c

d

o(tick; em; em; rec; rec) =
em
em rec
rec
rec
em
E; R :: (em = E rec = R) next (em = E

Hc^ H d^
 ^
8
^

(4)

_ em = tick(R))

Properties: The main safety property of the o pattern states that the sequence of the
received values is a prefix of the sequence of the emitted values; we show the stronger
property:

c

d ) invariant ecm = rd
ec _ e
cm = rd
ec; tick(rec)

o(tick; em; em; rec; rec)

(5)

The oo Pattern.
Unlike the o program, where the assignment involves the two variables em and rec
which are supposed to be on different nodes, in the oo program the assignment involves
the variables em and ack which are supposed to be on the same node. Moreover, thanks
to the observation properties, the oo program can be considered as a model for the
alternating bit protocol.
Program oo (tick : T
Declare
em; ack; rec :

!

T)

T;

Observe
rec
ack

Assign
em




:=

em;
rec;
tick(ack)

End

Actually, when composed with a clock function, a sequence of values is transformed
in such a way that the usual assumptions on a communication medium are modeled, i.e.,
loss, duplication and no reordering.
Properties:
– each received value has been previously sent. As for the o pattern we show6 :

c

d d
c d_c d

oo(tick; em; em; rec; rec; ack; ack)
invariant em = rec em = rec; tick(rec)

)

6

The expression of the oo(: : :) predicate is similar to that of the o(: : :) predicate.

(6)

– when the sender has been acknowledged, the last value received is the last value
sent:

c

d d
c d)c d

oo(tick; em; em; rec; rec; ack; ack)
invariant em = ack
em = rec

)

(7)

Note: An equivalent expression of the oo pattern is obtained by replacing the assignment em := tick(ack) by em := tick(em) if em = ack.
The wave Pattern. The wave paradigm is an important one for distributed computing.
Actually, many termination algorithms use it to collect the states of a distributed computation. In this section, we express this paradigm as a communication pattern. Note
that it can be considered as a generalization of the oo pattern.
Program wave (tick : T
Declare

!

T)

em : T;
ack; rec :

Observe

h^
h^

i
i

Assign
em

End

:=

array [0::N , 1] of T
:: rec[i]  em i;
:: ack[i]  rec[i] i
tick(em) if h^ i :: em =

i

ack[i]

Property: We only state the property that allows us to inherit oo properties:

c

d
c

d
d

wave(tick; em; em; rec; rec; ack; ack)
i :: oo(tick; em; em; rec[i]; rec[i]; ack[i]; ack[i])

) h^

d i

(8)

4.2 Superposed Communication
Reusability is an important programming method. In the UNITY framework, superposition can be considered as a mechanism to allow such a programming style. The
following examples illustrate the superposition idea applied to observations. More precisely, we show how the communication patterns of the previous section can be reused
through superposition in order to build new ones. Since the aim of this section is just to
illustrate reusability of patterns, we only state the relevant properties.
The s oo Pattern. First, it should be noted that the usual alternating bit protocol can
be easily derived: actually the communication of the control bit and data between the
sender and the receiver can be modeled as (bit rec; data rec)  (bit em; data em)
which can be interpreted as the superposition of the data communication to the control
communication. Of course, such a superposition inherits the properties of the underlying program. In this section, we study another superposition to the oo pattern: the s oo
pattern. We add the variables oc and c and the observation oc  c is superposed to
ack  rec. The program associated to the s oo pattern is the following:

Program s oo (tick : T
Declare
em; ack; rec :

!

T; oc; c :

T)
C;

Observe



rec
em;
(ack; oc)



Assign
em

:=

(rec; c)

tick(ack)

End

Properties: The properties of the oo pattern are naturally inherited. Moreover, if the
variable c is a non-decreasing counter, the s oo pattern has the following property:
invariant

\

9P1 ; P2 :: (em; ack; oc; c) = (P1 ; (em1 ; ack1; oc1; c1))@(P2 ; (em2 ; ack2; oc2; c2 ))
^ (em1 = ack1) ^ (em2 = ack2) ^ (em1 =
6 em2))
) c1 6 oc2

(

This property is useful since the knowledge of two different observations
(em1 6= em2 ) such that their data values are the same (oc1 = oc2 ) implies the existence
of a global state where c = oc1 (since c is a counter, we have invariant oc 6 c, then
from oc1 6 c1 , we conclude oc1 = c1 ).
The s wave Pattern. In a similar way to the s oo pattern, we add the variables
oc and c and we superpose the observations h^i :: oc[i]  c[i]i (respectively) to
h^i :: ack[i]  rec[i]i. The program associated to the s wave pattern is the following:
Program s wave (tick : T
Declare

!

T)

em : T;
ack; rec :
oc; c :

Observe

h^
h^

i
i

Assign
em

End

:=

array [0::N , 1] of T
array [0::N , 1] of C
:: rec[i]  em i;
:: (ack[i]; oc[i])  (rec[i]; c[i]) i
tick(em) if h^ i :: em = ack[i]i

Properties: Properties of the s wave pattern can be derived from those of the s oo
pattern, in the way that the properties of the wave pattern are derived from the oo
pattern (8).
In [8], we show how the basic ideas of a variant of Mattern’s termination algorithm [12] can be stated in terms of these patterns.
4.3 Using Observation to Refine Communication
The example we consider is a mutual exclusion algorithm similar to the algorithm described by E.W. Dijkstra in [10]. The system consists of N identical nodes distributed

on a logical ring. Each node manages an increasing counter so that there is always a
single node with a counter value smaller than the counter of its predecessor on the ring.
The uniqueness of this edge in the counter values ensures the mutual exclusion property. The fairness of the algorithm is guaranteed by the circulation of this edge around
the ring.
To decide if it has the privilege (i.e. if it is on the edge), a node must know the
counter value of the previous node on the ring. From a centralized point of view, we
can assume that each node always knows instantaneously the counter value of its predecessor. However, in a distributed context, a communication between a node and its
predecessor is necessary. In this section, we give two descriptions of the system. In
the first one, each node has an instantaneous vision of its predecessor and in the second one, the nodes use observations to communicate. In [8], we prove that the second
system refines the first one.
We now describe this system with a U NITY program. This program P is a composition by union of N identical programs Nodei :

P

=

h[]i : 0 6 i < N :: Node i
i

Each node has the following behaviour:

Program Nodei
Declare Reqi ; Excli : bool; ci : int;
Initially ci = i ^ :Excli ^ :Reqi
Assign - - requesting the critical section access
[]
[]
[]

End

Reqi := true

- - Entering the critical section when requesting and being on the edge
Excli := true if Reqi
Excli ci < ci,1
- - leaving the critical section, passing the edge to the next
Excli ; Reqi ; ci := false; false; ci + N if Excli
- - passing the edge to the next when no request is pending
ci := ci + N if Reqi ci < ci,1

^:

:

^

^

The second and fourth statements of the node i use the value ci,1 of the counter of
the node i , 1. Such a knowledge is unrealistic in a distributed system. We now consider
a distributed description of the system where observation is used by a node to know the
counter value of its predecessor:

Program Node0i
Declare Reqi ; Excli : bool; ci ; ti : int;
Observe ti  ci,1
Initially ci = i ^ :Excli ^ :Reqi
Assign Reqi := true
[]
Excli := true if Reqi ^ :Excli ^ ci < ti
[]
[]

End

Excli ; Reqi ; ci := false; false; ci + N if Excli
ci := ci + N if Reqi
ci < ti

:

^

The only difference between Nodei and Node0i is that ci < ti replaces ci < ci,1 in
the second and fourth statement guards.

The distributed system is the composition by union of the programs Node0i :

P0

=

h[]i : 0 6 i < N :: Node0 i
i

A result known as guard strengthening states that the guard p of a statement  in
a U NITY program can be replaced by p ^ q without loss of any (safety or liveness)
property provided that p 7! q and q unless :p hold.
Traditionally, the theorem is stated with the two properties being proved on the
program without the statement  [4, 16]. However, it is proved in [6] that the theorem
is valid for the operational logic of U NITY when both properties are proved on the
complete program after the strengthening.
By induction, we can strengthen the second statement of each node, and then similarly the fourth statement with the term ci < ti . For each strengthening, the unless
and leads-to conditions are easily proved using observation theorems about increasing
counters. In the resulting program, the statements are guarded with the same condition applying both on the sources (ci < ci,1 ) and on the images (ci < ti ). Again,
the theorems about the observation of increasing counters allows to prove an invariant
stating that the condition on the sources is weaker than the condition on the images:
invariant ci < ti ) ci < ci,1 . Therefore, we can just keep the condition on the
images. The inductions and the applications of observation theorems are detailed in [8].
The refinement relation being proved, the mutual exclusion property and the fairness
of the algorithm can be proved on program P without considering the communication
part of the system.
Moreover, the system P 0 is well-distributed. The mutual exclusion property (invariant) and the fairness of the algorithm (leads-to with local right-hand side) satisfy the
conditions stated in section 3.2. Therefore they also hold in the composition by product
of the programs Node0i .

5 Conclusion
This paper presents two extensions to U NITY for distributed systems. A set of distributed algorithms are then described using these extensions. These examples illustrate
how to refine a centralized U NITY description into a distributed one. U NITY’s expressiveness is increased as interprocess communication is described at a high level and
the mapping on nodes is easier. Due to space constraints, proofs have been omitted.
Interested readers can refer to the full report [8].
Observations seem well suited for the expression of self-stabilizing algorithms. In
[3], programs are transformed by adding so called asynchronous delays and the impact
on stabilization properties is analyzed. These delayed variables can be specified as observations. We are studying how these transformations could be applied to programs
with observations and stated as refinements as in section 4.3.
Besides, causality, which is a useful property of distributed systems, is still difficult
to describe. Currently, the causal ordering of events is described by means of explicit
counters (implementing (vector) clocks), which remains a low level description. A more
abstract mechanism is needed to handle this crucial problem.
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